Pipeline Safety Guidelines:
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Call before you dig
Call 811 or your local One-Call System

Wait the required time
Generally 24 to 72 hours, depending upon state requirements

Respect the marks
Flags, paint or other markers (normally yellow for pipelines)

Excavate with care
Pothole or hand dig to determine exact location of pipelines
Damage prevention is a shared responsibility. Digging safely begins with
a call to your One-Call System. Most state laws require this call, & it is
normally free. Excavation information is then sent by the One-Call
System to operators of underground facilities near your excavation. The
operators will mark the location of their facilities in accordance with the
applicable state requirements. Emergency contact information should be
obtained directly from the operator or from nearby pipeline markers.
Pipelines are an essential part of our transportation system. We depend
on them every day to transport gas & liquid products to our homes &
businesses. Pipeline companies perform ongoing maintenance to ensure
the reliability of their systems. Following these guidelines will help prevent
pipeline emergencies & keep pipelines the safest method for transporting
gas & liquid products.

&

1. Know the hazards
• Natural gas & other petroleum products will ignite & burn.
• If exposed to the skin, serious irritations may occur.
• Escaping gases can displace oxygen.

2. Recognize unsafe conditions
• Pipelines that are: leaking, damaged, insufficiently supported, exposed to high
heat, or threatened by natural forces are all unsafe conditions.
• Any damaged or weakened pipeline must always be checked by the
pipeline company for remaining strength. Even very
minor damages can cause future leaks or ruptures &
must be investigated.
• Pools of liquid, blowing dirt, hissing sounds, vapor
clouds, gaseous odors, bubbles in standing water, dead
vegetation, & frozen soil or ice next to pipelines are all
signs of a pipeline leak & should be treated as an
emergency.

3. Respond immediately
• Immediately leave the area while avoiding any action that may cause sparks.
Abandon all equipment & get a safe distance away.
• Call 911 & then immediately notify the pipeline company.
• Keep others away until emergency officials arrive. Stay upwind, do not attempt to
operate pipeline valves or extinguish any pipeline fires.
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OSHA Facts: Trenching & Excavation Safety

Access & Egress

Two workers are killed every month in trench collapses. The employer must
provide a workplace free of recognized hazards that may cause serious injury or
death. The employer must comply with the trenching & excavation requirements of
29 CFR 1926.651 & 1926.652 or comparable OSHA-approved state plan
requirements. An excavation is any man-made cut, cavity, trench, or depression in
an earth surface formed by earth removal. Trench (Trench excavation) means a
narrow excavation (in relation to its length) made below the surface of the ground.
In general, the depth is greater than the width, but the width of a trench (measured
at the bottom) is not greater than 15 feet (4.6 meters).

OSHA standards require safe access & egress to all excavations, including
ladders, steps, ramps, or other safe means of exit for employees working in trench
excavations 4 feet (1.22 meters) or deeper.
These devices must be located within 25 feet (7.6 meters) of all workers.

Dangers of Trenching & Excavation
Cave-ins pose the greatest risk & are much more likely than other excavationrelated accidents to result in worker fatalities. Other potential hazards include falls,
falling loads, hazardous atmospheres, & incidents involving mobile equipment. One
cubic yard of soil can weigh as much as a car. An unprotected trench is an
early grave. Do not enter an unprotected trench.

Trench Safety Measures
• Trenches 5 feet (1.5 meters) deep or greater require a protective system
unless the excavation is made entirely in stable rock.
• If less than 5 feet deep, a competent person may determine that a protective
system is not required.
• Trenches 20 feet (6.1 meters) deep or greater require that the protective
system be designed by a registered professional engineer or be based on
tabulated data prepared &/or approved by a registered professional engineer in
accordance with 1926.652(b) & (c).

Competent Person
OSHA standards require that employers inspect trenches daily & as conditions
change by a competent person before worker entry to ensure elimination of
excavation hazards. A competent person is an individual who is capable of
identifying existing & predictable hazards or working conditions that are hazardous,
unsanitary, or dangerous to workers, soil types & protective systems required, &
who is authorized to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate these hazards &
conditions.

General Trenching & Excavation Rules
• Keep heavy equipment away from trench edges.
• Identify other sources that might affect trench stability.
• Keep excavated soil (spoils) & other materials at least 2 feet (0.6 meters) from
trench edges.
• Know where underground utilities are located before digging.
• Test for atmospheric hazards such as low oxygen, hazardous fumes & toxic
gases when > 4 feet deep.
• Inspect trenches at the start of each shift.
• Inspect trenches following a rainstorm or other water intrusion.
• Do not work under suspended or raised loads & materials.
• Inspect trenches after any occurrence that could have changed conditions in the
trench.
• Ensure that personnel wear high visibility or other suitable clothing when exposed
to vehicular traffic.

Protective Systems
• Benching means a method of protecting workers from cave-ins by excavating
the sides of an excavation to form one or a series of horizontal levels or steps,
usually with vertical or nearvertical surfaces between levels. Benching cannot be
done inType C soil.
• Sloping involves cutting back the trench wall at an angle inclined away from the
excavation.
• Shoring requires installing aluminum hydraulic or other types of supports to
prevent soil movement & cave-ins.
• Shielding protects workers by using trench boxes or other types of supports to
prevent soil cave-ins. Designing a protective system can be complex because you
must consider many factors: soil classification, depth of cut, water content of soil,
changes caused by weather or climate, surcharge loads (e.g., spoil, other
materials to be used in the trench) & other operations in the vicinity.

What’s in a Ditch?
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By Lee Travis, Health, Safety & Environment Coordinator, TransCanada Pipelines
Hazards
Have you ever seen people enter an unsafe excavation? Have you ever
entered an unsafe excavation yourself? If so, I ask WHY? Why did you
take the risk?
Ditch digging or excavation work has been around since the need to
irrigate crops or bury treasure. Ditches don’t dig themselves, they
require people! People to plan, people to control the hazards, people to
classify soil, people to design the excavation, & people to do the work.

Planning
The ‘getter dun’ mentality has been the plan & failure of many
excavation projects. Legislation, company policy, & safety requirements
now drive the earth moving industry. Comprehensive
excavation plans are foundational to the success of an excavation
project, no matter how simple or complex. Variables such as schedule,
resources, cost, location, permits, environment,
equipment, worker responsibilities, & training must all be considered. All
too often, a failure to plan effectively upfront increases the risk to the
people in the ditch.

Excavation hazards & risks need to be identified, understood, & mitigated to the lowest
practicable level. A primary hazard in any excavation is collapse & subsequent injury or death,
however, collapse is not the only hazard that needs to be mitigated.
Hazards such as:
N Working around heavy machinery
N Manual material handling
N Close proximity to traffic
N Overhead & buried facilities
N Ground water
N Unknown risk
Unknown risk or what has been referred to as ‘surprises’ can occur at anytime. In late February
of 2009, one of our company construction Lead Hands called & stated, “We have poisonous
H2S gas in our ditch.” Surprise! How could this be? There were no sources in the area. Upon
further investigation, natural occurring H2S was released
during the excavation process from a drainage tile area where decaying material was trapped.
The work stopped for two days until additional safety controls were implemented into the
excavation plan.

Dirt
Classification of the soil is an integral part of an excavation plan. Determining the type of soil &
the soil characteristics such as cemented, cohesive, dry, granular, moist, saturated, or
submerged are all part of the equation. Determining soil type is not guess work, nor a one time
event. It is a continual process as soil types can change throughout the excavation procedure.
Soil can also be very dynamic when impacted by weather, ground water, & vibration. Even if
the classification does not change, observation of changing soil conditions should be done daily
by a competent person.

A Good Design
“I’ll only be in there a minute…it should be OK.” Have you heard that statement before?
Perhaps just before someone enters an unsafe ditch? Most likely the person knows the
excavation does not meet the legislative or company design requirements, however, they still
take the risk.
There are many excavation design options available when planning an excavation that people
will enter. Sloping, benching, timber shoring, trench jack, & trench box options are some of the
design techniques available in legislation to the excavator. The excavation plan should outline
the preferred design technique as well as when it is safe for people to make entry. When
workers understand & follow the design plan, the opportunity for them to take the risk is
reduced. If people still enter an unsafe excavation, you don’t need them on your worksite.
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People are in a Ditch!

What’s in a ditch? PEOPLE! Our People! It is only
through comprehensive planning, hazard
identification, soil classification, & a good design
plan that enables our most valuable resource, our
people, to enter an excavation safely.
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It’s customary to document workplace fatalities with pictures, but in this case the
You Never Think It Will Happen to You
By Nick Bruno, Safety Awareness Solutions

At 27 years old, Eric Giguere began to feel accomplished. Driving to work
on the morning of October 4th, 2002, the wedding band on his finger was
only six days old. He’d be leaving for his honeymoon in a few hours, but first there
was the matter of a twelve-inch water main he had to install. Always a
hard worker, Eric enjoyed being a Union Laborer. The money was good & every
day led to a sense of completion as he got to see the progress that he helped to
create with his own hands.
Despite no experience installing water lines, Eric helped his five man crew lay
1,000 feet of pipe daily. The project started simply enough with four foot trenches,
but two months later the grade of the surrounding landscape meant the backhoe
operators had to open up ditches six & a half feet deep. Minor setbacks weren’t too
uncommon. Just that morning an operator nicked a small drainage pipe, spilling 4-5
gallons of water into the bottom of the trench. Once the mud was cleaned off the
bottom, Eric & a co-worker jumped in to see how they could repair the latest slow
down. The other laborer returned to the truck for a piece of pipe. The two backhoe
operators dug & backfilled other areas. The superintendent ran the loader down the
road. All this while Eric was fighting to breathe under 2,000 pounds of dirt.
Less than thirty seconds after being left alone the sides of the trench collapsed
in, leaving Eric alone to fight through feelings of panic & desperation that would
eventually subside to a sense of well-being as he began to die. On the surface, the
rest of the crew were busy making a tough decision; use the backhoe & risk injuring
Eric further or dig by hand knowing full well that every second mattered.
Since no one saw
the trench collapse,
they only heard
the scream, two
feet was as deep
as anyone dared to
go with machines.
Ten minutes later, a
Sheriff’s Deputy
was on hand to snap
a photograph as the
crew pulled Eric’s
now blue body from
the trench.

EMT’s were able to shock Eric & get a pulse. A short helicopter ride later he was in
Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, NY. About the time he should have been
leaving for his honeymoon, Eric’s family & friends began to file into a hospital
waiting room to either hear his chances of survival or pay their last respects.
Entering a six & a half foot deep ditch with no trench-box was a split second
decision Eric made, in part, due to an “it won’t happen to me” attitude, that was
further enforced by the sense of complacency one develops after going in & out
dozens of times with no close calls. Eight years after his accident, it’s that split
second that Eric likes to talk about as he travels across the county sharing his
story with everyone from Fortune 500 manufacturers to small engineering firms for
the company he founded, Safety Awareness Solutions. In a frank
tone, familiar to those who’ve been on construction sites, Eric often explains that
he used to be the guy sitting in the audience for these presentations, & he knows
what every last person in the room is thinking as he begins to talk. Having the
understanding that no one ever thinks they’ll be the one to get hurt is what helps to
make Eric’s message so powerful. When you rationalize the split second decisions
made on a daily basis & then offer consequences, such as your bride of less than
a week sitting by your hospital bed, the whole room begins to listen. Eric
demonstrates the variables in his story & shows how decisions we make, no
matter what industry we’re in, ultimately decide if we go home safe or if we
change the lives of our loved ones like he did by climbing into a trench “just for a
second”.

Most states use the American Public Works Association Uniform Color Codes,
shown above, to identify underground utilities
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